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Sports

B-Ball
_..';' ~ ~
teams look
aheadto ~ Y
homecoming, p. 11,13

····-~., Who will be
1
crowned King
-~~~~. and Queen?

~~

Seep. 7-8

Swimming- last home meet
today, p. 12

Mr. Holland's Opus and other films
receive high marks, p. 1O

Underhill's contract on hold
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Sports Editor
After nearly two decades, one
NCAA Division II Title, a trip to
the NCAA Division I tournament
and advancing to the Midwestern
. Collegiate Conference finals, head
coach Ralph Underhill's contract
still awaits the signing for renewal.
WSU President Harley Flack
>- said he does not have time to look
~ over the contract and think about it
0
~ right not. That is why the contract
~
.
d
~ has not been s1gne .
m~- "Right now it's on hold be..:·• ·-s cause I have so many other things
""'"""~------------......,..----- a. going on, such as salary increases,
ap
n er I pomts
something out at the Jan.
(finding a solution for that), and
29 game vs. NIU
getting accredidation."saidFlack.
Q)

~

•

But in early January, Flack dis
cussed the issue with Michael
Cusack, Wright State's athletic di
rector, at the NCAA Convention,
in Texas.
The proposed contract for
Underhill is a three-year deal call
ing for him to
make a total of
$150,000 per
year, ($75,000
from summer
basketball
camps,
TV
shows
and
Nike).
Some goals
discussed by
Cusack
and

Flack for the basketball program
and the athletic department in
cluded: building citizenship and
character ofthe team players; moni
toring the academic achievement
of the student-athletes; improving
the image of the sports activities of

the university ; and improving the
coaches images as ambassadors and
how they represent the university ;
while continuing to improve the

See "Underhill,"
continued on page 3

Flack addresses facuity
Pay raise, tuition increase
discussed at open forum
By SHAWN RUBLE
News Editor
A somber WSU President Harley Flack
told a gathering of faculty to "seize the
opportunity or sit back and look at the
changes," regarding a faculty pay raise,
during a campus-wide
open forum Tuesday.
Faculty
members
voiced concerns and ques
tions on the implementa
tion of a faculty pay raise,
which was an important
topic for faculty and staff.
According to Flack, the
central administration is
working with the Univer
sity Budget Review Com
mittee on a budget that
would include a faculty
pay raise of 4 to 5 percent.
Even though WSU will
receive an increase in sub
sidies from the Ohio Board
of Regents totaling $2.8 Harley Flack
million, other items will
be considered when figuring the budget.
Flack said academic excellence and stra
tegic initiatives, additional costs for writing
across the curriculum and improving gradu-

ation and retention rates will be considered.
Flack also added tuition will probably
increase for the 1996-97 school year by 4 to
5 percent.
An issue of concern with parking was
raised by students in the College of Engi
neering.
The students were voic
ing their opposition to the
University master plan and
the elimination of parking
around the Russ Center.
Two students within the
college voiced theiropposi
tion to the plan, stating that
"we don't need to sacrifice
parking to beautify the cam
pus," referring to the plan to
c: eliminate 1,000 parking
C:
:::J spaces around the Russ Ceng ter to install green space and
>- play areas.
,-@
Janet Achterman, vice
a. president for business and
fiscal affairs, has been work
ing with Parking Services
and the architects who designed the plan.

Kamilah Underdown, Monica Bowles, Minette Bowles and Leslie
Shaw (left to right) attend the Black Expo sponsored by the NAACP in
the Student Union Multipurpose Room. More than 300 people
attended Tuesday's event which included live entertainment,
prominent speakers and local vendors.
photo by Roland Lamantia
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CAMPUS CRIMEREPORT

Lil sibs' weekend brings
the 'Land of Oz' to WS

~
disorderly conduct by intoxication and underage con
sumption outside the Nutter Center during the Ozzy

THEFT
Jan. 3: A Cedar Hall resident reported her
English composition book worth $35 missing from
her dorm room.

Osbourne concert.

MENACING

Jan. 19: A Tipp City resident reported his bag
and contents missing from his vehicle parked in the
gravel lot #5 of the Nutter Center.

Jan. 19: A Cedar Hall resident was arrested for
assault, disorderly conduct by intoxication and resist
ing arrest.

Jan. 21: A Franklin resident reported his CD
player, radar detector, and a number of CDs, totaling
$700 missing from his car which was parked in Allyn
lot #7 by the Newman Center.

derly conduct.

Jan. 22: A Fairborn resident reported her book
bag and contents, totaling $70, missing from her car
parked in the gravel Lot #5 at the Nutter Center.
Jan. 22: A Yellow Springs resident reported
$110 in miscellaneous bills removed from her purse
which was near her desk

By LIZ YOUNG
Staff Writer
The younger brothers and sisters of
Wright State students will soon discover
exactly what it is their siblings do at college
besides accumulate the dirty laundry brought
home during breaks.
Lil sibs' weekend, scheduled for the
weekend of Feb. 16, has expanded this year
to include the week of Feb. 12 in an attempt
to get students "pumped up" for the week
end, according to Becky Hischemiller, di
rector of programming for the Residental
Community Association.
The association will sponsor a week of
activities, which has a "Wizard ofOz" theme.
Each day will focus on a different
charcacter andofcourseFeb.14-Valentine's
Day - will feature the Tin Man in his forever
search for a heart.
The weekend has been set aside for the
"munchkins," with games and social activi
ties waiting for the younger siblings.
"It's a chance for college students to see
their siblings," Hischemiller said.
Winter quarter is not a particularly popu
lar time for road trips home, so Iii sibs'
weekend provides an opportunity for broth
ers and sisters to visit.
This is the first year for a week-long si bs'
weekend program, the idea for which
Hischemiller said was taken from other col
leges that had successfully done sibs' week
end theme weeks in the past.

Jan. 20: A student's father was arrested for disor

TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
Jan. 20: A Hickory Hall resident reported tele
phone harassment.
Jan. 22: A Hawthorn Hall resident reported re
ceiving telephone harassment.

DRUG ABUSE

Jan. 22: A Wilmington resident reported his
validation card and miscellaneous mail missing from
his Allyn Hall Lounge mailbox.

Jan. 19: Three Hawthorn Hall residents were
arrested for drug abuse.

Jan. 22: A Cedar Hall resident reported two hub
caps missing from her car parked outside of Haw
thorn Hall.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT/
OPEN CONTAINER
Jan.14: A non-WSU student was arrested for an
open container, diroderly conduct, by intoxication,
and resisting arrest outside the Nutter Center during
the Ozzy Osbourne concert.
Jan. 14: A non-WSU student was arrested for
disorderly conduct by intoxication and assault out
side the Nutter Center during the Ozzy Osbourne
concert.
Jan. 14: A non-WSU student was arrested for
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CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Jan. 21: A Troy resident reported his car being
damaged while parked in the Pit behind Pine Hall.

CRIMINAL TRESPASS
Jan. 22: A student reported criminal trespassing
in 337 Allyn Hall.

MISUSE OF A CREDIT CARD
Jan 22: A Cedar Hall resident reported her WSU
ID and meal card having $122 charges made to her
card.
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• LIBNET Instruction: Health Science Re
sources, noon, Fordham Library. No registra
tion required.

• Writing Center Workshop: Punctuation Re
view, 3:30 - 5 p.m. Register: 873-4186.
• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union, 7 p.m., Campus Ministry
Building.
• RCA meeting, 4 p.m., W025 Student Union.

• Writing Center Workshop: Grammar Re
view, 1-2 p.m. Register: 873-4186.
• WWSU general meeting, 3 p.m., W025
Student Union.
• Women in Academic Leadership Read
ing Group, 3:30 p.m., Women's Center, 060
Rike.
• O/M/P government meeting, 7 p.m., 2nd
floor Oak Hall.
• WSU NAACP General meeting. 3 p.m. in
the Bolinga Center.

• Crowning Ceremony for Homecoming, Nutter
Center.

• Homecoming Dance, 8 p.m. - midnight, Mclin
Gym, Nutter Center.

• Men's basketball vs. Illinois-Chicago, 7:35
p.m.

• Men's basketball vs. UW-Green Bay, 2:05
p.m.
• Women's basketball vs. lllionois-Chicago, 5
p.m.

FEBRUARY 4

•Instructional Technology Multimedia Lab
Workshop: "Click! Digitalizing Images," 9:3011 :30 a.m., 054 Rike. Register: 873-3100.

• Mathematics and Statistics Colloquium on
Discrete Math, with Professor Tonchev, Michigan
Technological University; 2:30 p.m., 224 Math
ematical and Microbiological Sciences.

• Writing Center Workshop: Essay Exam,
9:30-11 a.m. Register: 873-4186.

• Student Government meeting, 4 p.m., E156
Student Union.
• Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m.,
W025 Student Union. For more info, contact David
Kropp 873-6720.

Friday, February 16
Activities in the Student Union-8 p.m.
- 1 a.m.: billiards, racquetball, arcade,
air hockey, or board games.
Swimming for sibs 6 and up.
Wizard of Oz- 8:30-?: In the Hamilton
Hall lobby.
The Wiz- 9:30-?: In the 2nd
Hawthorne lounge.

Saturday, Febraury 17
Pre-game tailgate party-noon-2 p.m.:
At the Forest Lane Community Center
with the WSU cheerleaders, pep
band, Rowdy Raider, food and more.
Men's basketball vs. Detroit- 2:05p.m.
At the Nutter Center, please provide
own transportation.Comedian Mark
Putz following the game in the Mclin
Gym.

For more event info call
RCA at 873-5569

FEBRUARY 6
• LIBNET Instruction: Health Science Re
sources, 1 p.m., Fordham Library. No registra
tion required.

FEBRUARY 3

• Women's basketball vs. Northern Illinois,
7:35 p.m.

FEBRUARY 1

• LIBNET Instruction: Health Science Re
sources, 2 p.m., Fordham Library. No regis
tration required.

• Pre-Homecoming bash featuring live local
artists, including Salvador Deli, and Glaze spon
sored by The Guardian, 6:30 p.m.- midnight, the
Rathskeller, admission is free.

• UAB Cinema: Stepping Razor Red X, 7:30
p.m., M232 Creative Arts Center.

• Bible Study, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, noon, A230 Creative Arts Center.

I

.

• Black History Month events scheduled
throughout February. Call the Bolinga Center at
873-5645.

FEBRUARY 2

'

Lil Sibs' Weekend
Event Schedule

.....

JANUARY 31
• Bible Study, sponsored by Baptist Stu
dent Union, noon, A230 Creative Arts Center.

And while the older brothers and sisters
will be getting pumped for a weekend of
sibling bonding,, the younger ones get the
chance to see what college is all about.
"Younger sibs can see what college life
is like and to see what kind of life their
sibling has away from home," she said.

• UAB Cinema: Stepping Razor Red X, 7:30
p.m., M232 Creative Arts Center.

FEBRUARY 5
• Academic Council meeting, 3:10 p.m., E156
Student Union.
•Lutheran Student Fellowship, 7:30p.m., Cam
pus Ministry building. Contact Garry Haase, 8647221, Leslie England 878-3152, or Garrett
Geilenfeldt 426-9879 for more information.

• Instructional Technology Multimedia Lab
Workshop: "Browsing the Web, Part II" with Dr.
Richard Mercer, mathematics and statistics;
3:30 - 5 p.m., 270 Mathematical and Microbio
logical Sciences. Register: 873-3100.
• UAB Video: Splash, 7 p.m., TV
Lounge,Student Union.

• Violence Teleconfernece, 12:30-3:00 in
the Television Center. Cost is free. Call 8732751 for more informtation.
• Music: University Jazz Band, Karl Sievers,
conductor; Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

FEBRUARY 7
• Jazz at the Union: Don Stille, Student
Union Atrium, 4:30 p.m.
• Writing Center Workshop: Sentence Struc
ture, 2-3 p.m. Register: 873-4186.
• LIBNET Instruction: Health Science
Rersources, Fordham Library, noon. No regis
tration required.
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Search for new student affairs VP to begin
Wr}th on Peters' resignation also questioned in campus-wide open forum
By KA VITA S. HATWALKAR and
SHAWN RUBLE
Wright State University President Harley
Flack addressed issues concerning former
Vice President of Student Affairs Donald
Peters in Tuesday's university forum.
Flack announced the office of student
affairs is reporting to Provost John
Fleischauer.
Flack said he isn't sure whether this will
be a permanent change or not, but "it is most
likely."
The administration's first task, accord
ing to Flack, is to go back to the original
finalists' pool of four people.
Those who are still interested and avail
able for the position will definitely be con
sidered, according to Flack.
The administration will appoint a com
mittee which will meet soon to find a re
placement.
If none of the old candidates are able to
take the position, then a new search will

commence.
Student Government announced last Fri
day they would like to have a replacement
for Peters in four to six weeks, according to
SG President Toby Pinkerton.
Bill Irvine, professor ofphilosophy, ques
tioned Flack during the forum, as to the
actual situation concerning Peters, who re
signed Jan. 22.
Irvine was concerned about Peters' pres
ence on the payroll until August 1996, even
though his(Peters') only duties, since he
resigned, have included teaching an honors
class, which will end this quarter.
After that, Peters will be working on a
new project which will provide the adminis
tration with a plan on revamping the student
health services, including counseling ser
vices within the School of Professional Psy
chology.
Irvine also questioned why Peters was
not fired outright.
According to Flack, no wrongdoing was
found _in the review of Peters.

Caroline Espy, former associate director
of career services, will receive the obliga
tory 60 days pay.
Espy w~s fired for gross insubordination
and was the other individual involved in the
Peters situation.
The question of Peters teaching as an
adjunct professor of political science was
also raised.
"He is not now and has never been an
adjunct professor of political science," said
Jim Walker, professor of political science.
"But it looks as if the university is trying
to give Peters a duty, so to speak, for the fact
of his continuing $10,000 a month salary. If
he were an adjunct professor who was mak
ing $10,000 a month, we would have to
assign him 20 courses in the spring quarter at
the current adjunct rate."
Flack still believes the faculty has made
some inaccurate judgements about the situ
ation.
Flack said he couldn't comment more on
the situation due to legal restraints.

Controversy rises between
WSU and Dayton Daily News
By SUSANNA SHOC~EY
Staff Writer
A recently canceled Nutter
Center classical concert series
has sparked controversy between
one local paper's report and
Wright State University.
In an article printed Jan.19
by the Dayton Daily News
( DDN), the "Symphony of
Sweethearts", a concert gala in
troducing former Dayton Phil
harmonic conductor Isaiah Jack
son and his orchestra, Music
America, was to be financially
sponsored by Wright State, ac
cording to Jackson's wife, Helen.
She went on to mention, without
the help of the university, the
$500,000 to $600,000 needed to
start the series may have taken
years to raise.
According to Vice President
of Business and Fiscal Affairs
Janet Achterman, the university
made no financial promises to
the Jacksons.
The university also said it
retained the right to cancel the
concert, said Achterman.
"All along, we knew that
there would have to come a time
that we might have to say that
this cannot work for us finan
cially," said Achterman.
The financial figures of
$500,000 to $600,000 also con
~ rned some faculty at Wright
• .te, according to the DDN.
However, Achterman said

photo by Eric Dunn

Janet Achterman, VP for business and fiscal affairs said
the DDN was "practicing irresponsible journalism."
faculty concern was not the reason
for the concert cancellation.
The concert was cancelled due
to poor ticket sales and corporate
sponsorships, according to
Achterman.
The concert failed to raise the
$72,000 necessary to hold the
event.
The DDN also mentioned in a
follow-up article that the Jacksons'
and the university had an unsigned
contract saying, "In the event that
expenses exceed revenue, Wright
State University will subsidize the
shortage."
Achtennan pointed out that
there was no signed agreement.
"There is no such thing as an
unsigned
contract,"
said
Achterman.
But Steve Sid lo, managing edi
tor of the DDN, said the docu
ments they had obtained, described
Wright State's obligation to an

agreement to underwrite the con
cert.
There was no attempt by the
DDN to contact the university
for information before writing
the article, according to
Achterman.
"That is absolutely not true,"
said Sidlo, saying the DDN left
messages and tried numerous
times to contact people at Wright
State.
"The Dayton Daily News
was just participating in irre
sponsible journalism," said
Achterman.
Sildo responded to the com
ments made about the Dayton

Daily News.
"I'm not sure what was irre
sponsible about that. It was a
news event that warranted cov
erage, so we covered it," said
Sidlo. "We were surprised
the nature of the reactton."

by

Donald Peters, former VP for
student affairs will be performing a
special assignment for the
administration until his contract
ends in August.

Series gives woIDen safe haven
A weekly program housed in the
Women's Center offers connection,
support and friendship for Wright State
women.
"Sister Series" offers an environ
ment where women can come together
and discuss concerns and share expe
rience.
Acc(?rdingtoits founder, Women's
Center Director Kelli Zaytoun-Byme,
the program has a twofold purpose: to
create and strengthen bonds between
women and to celebreate women_'s
contribution to life.
Zaytoun-Byrne likens the gather-

ings as attempts to re-create friend
ships like those women had in their
junior high days.
Early in the program she discov
ered many of the women felt a great
deal of competition among other fe
males and felt the lack ofdeeper friend
ships.
The gatherings are meant to en
courage women to feel good about
themselves and their roles in the world.
Weekly meetings are centered
around a theme chosen by the women
and the activities encourage intimacy
between them.

"Forum"
continued from page 1
Achtennan said the reason for
eliminating the Russ parking is
because of erosion that is occur
ring on that area of the campus.
Creating a channeled run-off
with green space and play areas is
the "most cost effective way" to
prevent erosion on the campus,
Achterman said.
Achterman added that the

"Underhill"
continued from page 1
win/loss records and get the bas
ketball program into the top I 00 of
Division I schools.
Underhill said that he is con
centrating on finishing the rest of
the season strong and not worrying
about the contract.
"I can't do anything I don't
have any control over." he said,
"Money is not the issue, the issue is
security."
Underhill said he feels he has
been loyal and has made a strong

Board of Trustees will vote on the
master plan within the next two
weeks.
Students should voice their con
cerns about the master plan and the
parking situation through Student
Government and the Traffic and
Parking Committee, chaired by Rob
Kretzer, director of campus park
ing, Achtennan said.
committment to the university.
According to Cusack, every
one in the athletic department has
one-year contracts, which is what
Underhill has had since starting
with Wright State in 1979.
In the meantime, when Cusack
was asked what he is doing to get
the contract signed he rep Iicd, ..W c
arc working together to ha\'C the
best season and the best academ
ics, the same as we always do."
Underhill's contract will he on
hold until the end of the haskcthall

season.
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Joint responsibility in achieving
active, involved campus life
Wright State is a predominately
commuterschool, everyone knows this,
however it is also a university with a
wide variety ofactivities enriching aca
demic life.
These activities largely go unno
ticed, and under attended. It is the
responsibility ofcommuter students to
get involved with his/her school. The
importance of classroom instruction is
important, and it is a need fulfilled at
various levels throughout the Univer
sity. However, attaining a college de
gree isn't only about classroom in
struction.
The experiences surrounding col
lege life should be soaked up by all
those who attend. Everyone is busy,
most students work very hard in and
out of the classroom. The only thing is
that there are many experiences being
cheated for those of us with nonstop
schedules.
Whether it be, listening to jazz in
the Student Union Atrium, going to a
basketball game, getting involved with
a campus organization, absorbing a
play, or simply coming to a movie on
campus it is all important to the enrich
ment of a student's education.
One problem, on the other side of
the coin, is that not enough "parent
friendly" events occur. Organizers
should consider all the possible reason
for non attendence, and it seems clear

that a major concern for some of our students.
Students are responsible for makfellow students is child care.
Parents who are also students must ing their college experience the most
find care for their children during class enriching that they can, and activities
and study, possibly work and sched- are a good source of this enrichment.
Event organizers must understand
ule. When given the choice to go to an
event, and have to find yet another the dynamic nature ofWSU' s campus
three hours of child care, or stay at and program accordingly.
home, many
are doing just
that, staying at
home. Why
not organize
some child
care for con
certs, plays,
or
movies
other events?
Plan events
including both
child and par
ent, enriching
the lives of a
student's child
while doing
the same for
him/her is a
challenge, but
one that could
give campus
life a positive
turn. The re
THE MAD DASH OFF CAMPUS CREATES A"MUNCHISH"
sp on sibi Ii ty
LOOK FOR THE PARKING LOTS.
lies with both
organizers and
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What activities would make you .
become more involved on campus?
Rob Bailey
Sophomore, Motion Pictuies
"I think for me it would definately be more
intramural sports. Wright State needs to have
more black supported events too."

1ravis VanBrunt
Sophmore, Communications
"We need more sports clubs, like a wrestling
club, and possibly, a hot line, or something we
could call to talk to our peers. So, when we have a
problem we can talk to them."
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OP-ED
~ommunity isn't a hollow name written on signs
Growing up I went to the community
child, and a place to see what your family
center to play basketball. I went to the
needed to tally up on its list of acquisi
f tions
Lenexa (Kansas) Community Pool to
to keep up with the Jones'.
waste summer afternoons. As an adoles
Not to downgrade the old suburbanite
cent I spent some quality time with the
block party, too much, but I cannot find
"community protectors," otherwise
the same solace there anymore.
known as the City of Lenexa Police, but
On to new and improved realizations.
though I always saw this hollow word,
I have just leapt into a community. It
community, on buildings and signs but
is one that I can finally call my commu
never felt anything but indifference to
nity. It is made up of intelligent people
ward it.
with interests that suit my own.
Community is a funny word. It has
It is open to openness.
Commentary by
many meanings to many people. I know
·Jt is comfortable.
Craig Napier
I can't find community in suburbanite
It has something that the false fronts of
social club neighborhoods. As a kid the
suburbia can't offer me, ease. I am at ease
neighborhood had such spine tingling
because the people I see are genuine, yes,
culture.
some try to invade and aren't genuine. However those
At the block party they included watermelon seed of us who are, watch out for the rest and it works.
spitting, ice cream eating (which I was always a winner
This new community is a construct of accidents. It
at) and generally generic pastimes. I am not totally wasn't planned or manipulated by city planners and
disregarding these event's worth, but I am questioning well wishers.
their genuine intent to bound the _neighborhood.
It was created by an interest in the importance of
It seemed more a showplace for new toys, adult and self expression, openness and acceptance.

Now hear this

Wright State's ironic lesson
I have a gripe about
Printing Services. To
day, I made some cop
ies that didn't turn out
correctly. I had made
test copies previously
on another machine,
but apparently print
contrast varies widely
between machines
with the same setting.
When I went to Print
ing Services to com-

plain, I was told, "I
was just as responsible
as they were," and that
I could only get half of
the$1.80 I had put into
making the copies
credited back to my
account. I relented,
realizing _that it would
do no good to take the
matter to someone
else.
Here's the irony: as

Thaddeus Burton
Sophomore,
Child Psychology
"Organizations that focus on go
ing out and helping people with certain activi
ties,
it
might be
cleaanning
a house or
a
soup
kitchen.
Also, big
barbeques
during the
summer
with food,
beer and
every
thing."

I was making those
copies, I found a copy
card that someone else
had left by the copy
machine by mistake. I
checked the card and
found out that it had
money on it, and there
was no signature on
the back.
Now, I could have
thrown away my bad
copies and used t})at

card to remake them,
but instead I took it to
someone at the
library's front des~
and told them that I
had found it.
I guess honesty
doesn't pay. That's a
lesson I learned at
Wright State.
Patrick S. Craig
Junior, Geology

Heather Cole
Sophomore, Psychology
"More social activities, I guess
pizza nights or something like that.'

Manish Mallick
Graduate Student, Finance
"I would like more sports, enter
tainment, social, cultural and busi
ness events also."

Now there is something important around me.
I feel connected to others simply on the knowledge
that they are real individuals who care for there own
well being only a bit more than they care for mine, as
it should be.
There is no community center, unless you count
our homes.
The community does however, produce an abun
dance of music, poetry, art and positive experiences,
but it has no police force.
This communicy of mine isn't called anything,
doesn't have a governing body, really. Just the minds
of all those included, which choose to govern them
selves with good intentions.
I don't think that this is for everyone, but I hope that ·
in reading this article that readers will evaluate their
own communities.
Whether figurative, or geographic, the community
is all we have left that feels the effects ofour decisions.
It is in your community where the world's prob
lems will be solved. Is it solving or creating problems,
and what are you doing about it no matter what the
answer?

SG story didn't
tell whole tale
I am writing in response to Cynthia
Swanke's article, "SG representatives skip
out on weekend retreat," that appeared in the
Jan. 24 issue of The Guardian Swanke at
tended her first SG meeting of the academic
year on the nineteenth of this month. After
ward she asked myself and others a few ques
tions regarding the cost of the retreat and who
was unable to attend.
She did not seem interested in why certain
people could not attend and did not ask any of
them. Several of them have children who they
needed to stay with, were out of the state, ect.
Swanke did not seem interested in covering
this and missed a number of topics as well as
many specifics. She did not seem interested in
reporting basic facts.
The retreat was not three days, there are not
19 representatives, ect.
The only thing Swanke did seem interested
in, was putting a negative spin on a very
positive and productive retreat. This is some
what less than surprising when one realizes
that the author was a losing candidate against
my running mate and me in last year's Student
Government elections.

R. Toby Pinkerton
President, WSU Student Governmen

Photos by Roland Lamantia
Illustrations by Alexis Larsen
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Food service, tuition changes discussed by SG
B)· CYNTHIA SWANKE
For The Guardian
Future changes in food service
and tuition were the main topics of
discussion at the Jan. 26 Student
Government meeting.
Sodexho, the new food service
at Wright State, has a plan to pass
out a survey to the entire student
and campus population in Febru
ary.
"The purpose of that is to look
at what we've implemented so far,
and what people like about what
we· ve done, what do people dis
like, and where to go from here... we
want to hear your ideas," said Tom
Brzoski, director ofdining services.
"The changes that we've made
have come after some comments
that we've heard in the past about
quicker service, wanting more hot
food and less fast food so to speak.
So we've implemented these things

in the meantime and now they are
going well."
"We want to continue to get
feedback, positive as well as con
structive feedback on what we've
done. Our goal is to continue to
improve speedier service because

Women on Wright State
University'scam pus will soon have
the knowledge and the know-how
to protect themselves against vio
lent assaults.
Public Safety is trying to bring
the program R.A.D., or Rape Ag
gression Defense System, to Wright
State University no later than spring
quarter.
According to James M. Combs,
the crime prevention comunity edu
cation officerfor Public Safety,
"The principle objectofthe R.A.D.
program is to develop and enhance
the options of self-defense, so that
the techniques will become viable
consideration to the women who is
being attacked."
The program is dedicated to
teaching women techniques against
many different types of assaults.

photos by Bart McMannon

Women will be provided with the
knowledge. to make an educated
decision about resisting assai Ian ts.
"Combining awareness, pre
vention, risk reduction and avoid
ance strategies, the unique com
prehensive appr-oach to women's
safety goes a long way to bridging
the gap between traditional crime
prevention lectures and basic mar
tial arts," said Combs.
The program includes physical
defense workout, to develop tech
niques and exercises that will stimu
late confrontations.
These exercises are totally vol
untary, so women should not feel
they have to participate.
"If a woman does not feel com
fortable going through the exer
cises she is not required. She can
just sit and watch. Anything that
she can get from it is great," Combs
said.

roTA"®

Dayton•s largest tanning salon
No appointment needed / No wait
152 Woodman Drive
(In Airway Shopping Center)
CIOH to wau AND WPAFII

Bring this ad for a 50% discount
on a single tanning session at:

roTAll

$ 50°/o OFF $
, t::

tuition changes for the university.
In the 20/20 long-range vision
ing plan, students will pay more
for technical classes than for non
technical classes. Also, first and
second year students will pay less
than third and fourth year students.

SG President Toby Pinkerton(middle, left) and Josh Couts, SG director of internal affairs,
discuss the changes made to campus dining, with food service director Tom Brzoski
(right) at last Friday's SG meeting.

New progra01 to pro01ote self
defense a01ong WSU wo01en
By TIFFANY Y. LATTA
For The Guardian

we know that has been an issue in
the pa~t," Brzoski added.
Sodexho also plans to intro
duce gourmet flavored coffees in
Union Station, Allyn Hall and the
Bike Shop.
SG also discussed long-range

SINGL_E SESSION PRICE
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Or, to break it down, l 00,
,d
nd 400 level classes will be ldifferently.
Technical fields consist of
classes that deal with engineering,
science, math and business.
"The state weights based upon .
what they think certain technical
fields should cost versus non-tech
nical fields," said SG President
Toby Pinkerton.
The tuition prices will also re
flect the fact that technical profes
sors cost more than non..:technical
professors.
"Oftentimes, the fields that cost
the least to teach are also the fields
where you are probably going to
make the least when you gradu
ate," said Pinkerton.
Pinkerton stressed that this is
part of the 20/20 long-range vi
sioning plan, not something that
will be implemented any time soon.
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Write the ad as you wish it to appear in print

JOIN DP&L •s METER READIN G TEAM
IT•s THE WAY TO GO
FOR FREE TUITION REIMBU RSEME NT
DP&L has new, pan-time opportunities for meter readers throughout our
24-county service territory. In this position, you will earn a competitive
wage and receive numerous benefits including:
• Free tuition reim.bursement up to $2,400 annually
• A $6.00 an hour starting wage during training with a 50 cent increase after
one month. Perfonnance-b ased wages average $7.50 after two months
• Incentive bonuses in addition to wages
• Flexible scheduling
• Convenient work locations available
• Uniforms at no cost
• Mileage reimbursement

To apply for a meter reading position, just pick up an application at your
local DP&L customer seivice center. For more information or to
schedule an interview, call 1-800-777-442 7. Join our team of meter
reading professionals. It's the Way To Go.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~P&L .
TI1IC: Dayton Power and Light Company
is an Equal Employment Opportunity employer
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SPOTLIGHT
I just can't wait to be...
llIN' G (or QW $:,f )
These candidates are vying for the titles of 1996 wsu Homec~;T~:~ King and

Queen, which wil I be ann0unced between the men's and women's basketball games (men's
at 2:05 p.m.; women's at 5 p.m.) on Saturday at the Nutter Center's McLin Gym. You can
cast your vote tomorrow and Friday in Allyn Hall or the lobby of the Campus Activities and
Orientation office. Each penny donated counts as one vote; the two candidates with the
most money raised will be crowned. Funds collected will be donated to WSU' s chapter of
College Students for Special Wish, which grants wishes to terminally-ill children. (profiles
continued on p. 8)
Candidate: Mike Conner Age: 21
From: Boston, Mass.
Status and major: Junior, business
Involved in: WSU men's basketball team
What I like most about WSU is..."the people and
the opportunities it offers."
What I would change about WSU is... "nothing."
Post-college plans: Entrepeneur/owner of own
business
I want to be Homecoming King because..."l've
got what it takes to succeed on the court and in the
classroom."

·..,:,:,:, ::::;\

compiled by Tiffany. Brown
photos by Roland Lamantia
illustration by Alexis Larsen
Candidate: Aamir Mian Age: 21
From: Pakistan
Status and major: Junior, management information
systems
Involved in: United Nations for two years, Student
Union Programming (vice president), political science
assistant teaching for two years, plays tennis
What I like most about WSU is..."meeting a lot of new
diverse people and it has a lot of programs."
What I would change about WSU is... "(to have) more
seminars about cultural issues with more students
participating in them."
Post-college plans: Import and export items from
Pakistan
I want to be Homecoming King because... "my motto
is 'try to be perfect in an imperfect world,' and I try my
best."

Aamir Mian

Kate Antos

Age: 20
Candidate: Kate Antos
From: Concord, Oh.
Status and major: Junior, communications
Involved in: Residential Community Association,
community advisor, works for sports information
director, sings at Campus Ministry
What I like most about WSU is.••"the residential
community."
What I would change about WSU is... "(to have)
more and better parking."
Post-college plans: Public relations or newscasting
I want to be Homecoming Queen because... "! am
very involved with the residential community, and I
am a hardworking, dedicated young woman."

Kristen B~seky

Candidate: Kristen Baseky Age: 22
From: Beavercreek, Oh.
Status and major: Senior, financial services
Involved in: Alpha Xi Delta (president), works at Don
Pablo's
What I like most about WSU is ... "l like being able to
know a lot of people. There a're a lot of choices of things
to do. WSU also has a good business school."
What I would change about WSU is... "(l'd like) more
activities inclusive of everyone who attends WSU."
Post-college plans: Financial services
I want to be Homecoming Queen because... "! am
very active in my sorority and would be very proud to
represent WSU."

Age: 21
Candidate: Troy Hinder
From: Westerville, Oh.
Status and major: Junior, psychology
Involved in: Phi Kappa Tau
What I like most about WSU is... "how close the
classes are...you aren't walking all over. And the Greek
system."
What I would change about WSU is•.•"to somehow
make students more active and have more of a say."
Post-college plans: Law school
I want to be Homecoming King because... "! am a
very active member of the best fraternity on campus."
Troy Hinder
Candidate: Geoffrey Kim Age: 24
From: Beaverc'reek, Oh.
Status and major: Senior, mass communication
Involved in: The Guardian (as a writer), Z-93 radio
station, Broadcast Raider Sports on Continental Cable
Vision
What I like most about WSU is..."afforded
opportunities to make career advances."
What I would change about WSU is..."(to have)
less apathy from students about what's going on at
WSU."
Post-college plans: Sports broadcasting
I want to be Homecoming King because... "choosy
Wright State students choose Jeff."

Geoffrey Kim

s....t_e_v_e_T_u_r..J..n::llemr~z:__

__J

Candidate: Steve Turner Age: 21
From: Cincinnati, Oh.
Status and major: Junior, accounting
Involved in: Beta Phi Omega, Army ROTC
What I like most about WSU is••."it's small enough to
know a lot of people and be close to home."
What I would change about WSU is.••"(l'd like) to see a
·
football team."
Post-college plans: Serve four years as an Army officer,
then get into the FBI
I want to be Homecoming King because..."! am involved
in several campus organizations and besides, I'm more
cute than pond scum."

Candidate: Timothea Clemmer Age: 21
From: Niles, Mich.
Status and major: Senior, business
Involved in: WSU women's basketball team
I want to be Homecoming Queen because... "!
exemplify what it means to be a student athlete."
(Other information unavailable)

___

_,

Timothea Clemmer
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Lori D. Hoggatt

Candidate: Lori Danette Hoggatt Age: 20
From: Wilmington, Oh.
Status and major: Junior, vocal music education
Involved in: Pan-Hellenic Council (president), Delta
Zeta, Greek Affairs Council (executive member), Judicial
Review Panel of Residential Services (member)
What I like most about WSU is ... "the diversity and
options to meet more people of diverse cultures."
What I would change about WSU is... "to keep adding
to looking like a normal university."
Post-college plans: Teach bi-lingual music education
and go to Europe to study Spanish
I want to be Homecoming Queen because... "(! am)
Pan-Hellenic president, a female leader, outgoing, proud
of WSU and very active in campus and Greek life."

Jacqueline D. Schafer

Candidate: Kavita S. Hatwalkar Age: 20
From: Cambridge, Oh.
Status and major: Senior, English/pre-med
Involved in: The Guardian (assistant news editor),
Asian and Indian Student Association (secretary),
Alpha Lambda Delta
What I like most about WSU is... "the opportunities
that are available."
What I would change about WSU is... "(to have)
more student involvement in activities."
Post-college plans: Apply for medical school
I want to be Homecoming Queen because.. ."!
would be a good representative of WSU and our high
standards of excellence."

Kavita S. Hatwalkar

Pam Stevens
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Candidate: Jacqueline D. Schafer Age: 24
From: Springfield, Oh.
Status and major: Senior, rehabitation
Involved in: TRIUMPH (a disability service group),
Alpha Phi Omega, Newman Club
What I like most about WSU is... "the people."
What I would change about WSU is ... "(to have)
more inclusion of the disabled population with the
student body in government."
Post-college plans: Work as rehabilitation counselor
for drug and alcohol dependency
I want to be Homecoming Queen because... "!
would like to demonstrate the pride and affection I
feel for Wright State."
Candidate: Pam Stevens Age: 21
From: Fairborn, Oh.
Status and major: Junior, elementary education
Involved in: Tae Kwon Do Club (president), rushing
for Zeta Tau Alpha, wants to join the Athletic Association
What I like most about WSU is... "meeting a lot of new
diverse people."
What I would change about WSU is... "(to get) more
people involved in activities and have more things to
do."
Post-college plans: Compete in Miss Fitness Pageant,
become a role model as a teacher
I want to be Homecoming Queen because... "! take
pride in being at WSU, and being named Homecoming
Queen would be an honor."
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ENTERTAINMENT
'!ihue and Cage dazzle in Leaving Las Vegas
LEAVING LAS VEGAS

***"'
Finally, a high-quality film has
been made for adults. In other
words, this isn't the usual Holly
wood fluff. Leaving Las Vegas is a
very compelling, tragic love story
set in a most unlikely
framework. The love on
display is like a golden
nugget (pun in
tended) discovered
the

recesses of humanity. And that
means that while the moviegoer is
enveloped in a seedy world of
chronic alcoholism and violent Las
Vegas prostitution, the scenario is
always uplifted by the intensity of
its unfolding love story.
Ben (Nicholas Cage) is an alco
holic Los Angeles film executive

who decides to take his misery to
Las Vegas and, once there, drink
himself to death. Sera (Elisabeth
Shue) is a sad, lonely hooker who
eventually finds a soulmate in Ben.
That description is really an
over-simplification of the other
wise complex relationship that de
velops between the two. It
doesn't come close
to doing it jusAs the
s t o r y
progresses,
you
may

der whether it will take the usual
Hollywood cop-outs and cheat on
the tragic aspects that have been
established.
But it doesn't; Leaving Las Ve
gas is a tragedy respectful of its
lofty Greek origins. It is a film
moviegoers will surely relate to.
Certainly, you may not know any
alcoholics or hookers, but Ben and
Sera's universal human qualities
are undeniable.
Cage plays Ben well because
he is extremely suited to the role.
Cage has always been a rather
larger-than-life actor, with exag
gerated speech and facial expres
sions. Without a doubt, Ben is a
larger-than life character.
Elisabeth Shue's well-acted
emotional nuances result in a char
acter that is always a human being

first and a hooker second.
Director Mike Figgis carefully
captures the dazzle of Las Vegas
without diminishing the humanity
of his lead characters at all. Every
camera shot and set design are ex
pertly crafted, and the soundtrack
is exceptionally effective in evok
ing the mood of individual scenes
and the film as a whole.
You may find the tough lan
guage and general nastiness of the
opening scenes a little hard to take,
but once through them you will
appreciate that Leaving Las Vegas
is not just another excuse for a soft
porn film.
Instead, you will be grateful
that, for once, Hollywood is not
insulting your intellgence. Let's
hope the film wins an Oscaror two.
( Paul Carbonaro)

Movies Coming Soon
Elisabeth Shue plays Sera and Nicholas Cage is Ben in Leaving Las Vegas .

The following movies are coming to a theatre near
you in early February:
THEJUROR
This suspense thriller stars Demi Moore as a mother whose call
to serve on a murder trial jury turns deadly when she is warned to
enter a plea of not guilty, or else. Opens Feb. 2.

WHITE SQUALL
After a sea captain and a group of teenage boys encounter an
unforgiving storm as they set off for eight months of sailing school
training, the survivors face the aftermath, which includes a thorough
questioning from the Coast Guard. The film, set in 1961, stars Jeff
Bridges and Caroline Goodall. Opens Feb. 2.

BROKEN ARROW
John Travolta and Christian Slater portray two Stealth bomber
pilots, once close friends, who engage in an explosive battle against
time - and each other - in race to recover a stolen nuclear weapon
which threatens to destroy a major American city. Opens Feb. 9.

MR. WRONG
Ellen DeGeneres is
Martha,
a
radio
talkshow producer
whose having trouble
finding Mr. Right.
Martha quickly falls
for Whitman (Bill
Pullman) but soon
realizes that all is
not well with her
handsome new
boyfriend. Opens
Feb. 14.
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ee -good ick Mr. Holland's Opus ong overdue
l\lR. HOLLAND'S OPUS

***"
Who says they don't make good
family movies anymore? Well,
··they·· did make one, and it's called
Mr. Holland's Opus.
In the same vein as Forrest
Gump, the film beckons the ques
tion, 'How much difference can
one man make?' Mr. Holland's
Opus replies with a resounding
'plenty.'
Set within a quiet town in Or
egon, Mr. Holland's Opus takes us
through 30years in the life ofGlenn
Holland (Richard Dreyfuss), a com
poser with aspirations to make a

Glenne Headly (known best
for her role as Tess
Trueheart in Dick Tracy)
plays Iris, Mr. Holland's
supportive wife.

spirited mark in the world of mu
sic.
In 1965, during a personal and
societal period ofchange, Mr. Hol
land finds a last resort in teaching
to support himself and his wife, Iris
(Glenne Headly).
Turning to teaching music in a
local high school, Mr. Holland finds
the experience to be a frustrating
one, compounded by his boss, Prin
cipal Jacobs (Olympia Dukakis).
Teaching turns out to be a ma
jor obstacle for his work-in
progress, his unfinished master
piece.
The obstacles continue to mount
when Iris gets pregnant and the
couple decides to buy a house.
Mr. Holland finds humor and
friendship with the school's head
coach, Bill Meister, played deftly
by Jay Thomas. Together, they
conquer tough obstacles like teach
ing a student band to march.
Directed by Stephen Herek (The
Three Musketeers), this two-and
a-half hour film feels like a extra
long episode of "The Wonder
Years."
However, the view is from a
teacher's point of view and there is
no annoying voice-over used as a
narrative for the program.
What you get is a film filled
with atmosphere. Mr. Holland's
Opus periodically interludes with
clips of events that have shaped
our nation's history, from the Viet
nam War to Saturday Night Fever
to John Lennon's assassination.
Dreyfuss delivers a wonderful

performance, worthy of recogni
tion come Oscar-time.
He manages to encompass so
many different emotions without
overacting them: the angst ofteach
ing, the devotion to his wife, his
misunderstood relationship with his
son and his lifelong passion for
music.
As Mr. Holland, Dreyfuss im
pacts the lives of his students like
any good teacher would: with a lot
of dedication, directness and love.
Dreyfuss is backed up by a good
supporting cast, with an outstand
ing performance delivered by Tho
mas. Most known for being a co
median, Thomas shows us won
derful depth as Coach Meister.
The soundtrack lends to the be
lievability of Mr. Holland's Opus.
It features a nice mix of classical
tunes to the sublime "Louie, Louie,"
to some of today's hip-hop music.
Combined with Michael Kamen' s
(The Three Musketeers) score for
the movie, Mr. Holland's Opus
literally takes us on a journey
through the last 30 years.
The movie may have a few
misgivings, such as relying upon
stereotypes here and there. How
ever, Mr. Holland's Opus is a won
derful, feel-good movie with a good
message: one man can make plenty
ofdifference in the world.( Geoffrey
Kim)

Horror, comedy mix well
in From Dus k Till Daw n
FROM DUSK TILL
DAWN

Does Your Relationship with Food Leave You Feeling Tied Up in Knots?
If you are concerned that you, or someone you know, may have an issue with food,
Stop by the FREE National Eating Disorders Screening
Sponsored by the Center for Psychological Services.

Free information on eating disorders, screening questionnaires, and opportunities to meet one-on
one with a mental health professional will be available.
All screenings are free and anonymous.

Wednesday, Feb. 7, 1996
l :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Student Union Meeting Room El56A

OPEN 24 HOURS
Clean and Convenient
Coin Laundry
at

Spin-Kemp Center
(Spinning and Burkhardt)

Col. Glen

Richard Dreyfuss stars as Glenn Holland, a talented
musician whose dream of making his mark on the world by
composing a symphony takes an unexpected turn when he
becomes a teacher and transfers his love of music to his
students in Mr. Holland's Opus.

***

From Dusk Till Dawn appears
to be pure fun, with exaggerated
characters, dialogue and situations
in a lively mix of pulp fiction,
horror and comedy.
The film follows a pair of gang
ster brothers who are on the run
from the police.
And the gangster brothers are
quite a pair. The good-looking one
(George Clooney) is something of
an anti-hero, while the other
(Quentin Tarantino) is quietly psy
chotic. The two have to get across
the border to Mexico to avoid be
ing caught. At the Mexican border,
they are scheduled to meet up with
a fellow criminal who will ensure
their safety.
Initially, the movie's action and
suspense are. a result of their efforts
to escape justice. This includes tak
ing hostages including a widowed,

fallen preacher named Jacob
(Harvey Keitel) and his two teen
age kids, one of them being an
alluring Juliette Lewis.
Later, the film's action and sus
pense are a result of the group's
unwitting entry into hell - a club
run by vampires!

spc>t light
ilm

The film is inventively directed
from a live-wire script by boy
wonder Tarantino (Pulp Fiction,
Reservoir Dogs). The direction
complements the script and vice
versa.
The acting is fine; Tarantino
does a good job for someone with
such limited acting experience. The
film is also accompanied by an

impressive and carefully-crafted
soundtrack.
But, From Dusk Till Dawn
could also be said to be something
of a "man's" film. Some women
will not appreciate chauvinistic
comments made by some of t~e
characters in the film. In one scene,
the club's doorman beckons cus
tomers with his comments about
the female meat market located
inside.
The film may shift too sud
denly from tongue-in-cheek sus
pense thriller to outright horror
parody for some moviegoers who
are new to Tarantino's style. How
ever, the film's tone eventually
pulls back from the more obvi
ously comedic, maintaining a more
serious tone at the end.
You will probably either love
or hate From Dusk Till Dawn. But
if you don't have a sense of humor
or an attraction to Tarantino' s style,
1is
then you don't want to sc.
film. (Paul Carbonaro)
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Does the Men's Basketball:
MCC have Middle of the Pack
a future?
By PAT GRIFFIN
For the Guardian

Guardian
Commentary

by Dave Coble

The men's basketball team
played its first of three straight
home games on Monday night
against Northern Illinois, only to
fall , 71-63.
Wright State shot poor from the
field at 30 percent, their worst per
formance this year.
The Huskies on the other hand
shot 47 percent from the field,
which was the difference in the
game.
The Raiders were led in scoring
by junior Vitaly Potapenko, his
seventh time in a row, with 22
points.
He is improving steadily in the
rebound column.
He collected 13 boards versus
the Huskies.
WSU stayed close to NIU in
stages of the game, but the Huskies
pulled away through the play of
freshman sensation T.J. Lux.
He scored 17 of his 26 total
points in the second half.
Before the home streak, head

coach Ralph Underhill described
this week as the biggest week of
the season.
"This is the first time we have
been on the 'Game of the Week' on
ESPN," said Underhill.
After the loss to Northern Illi
nois, the Raiders drop to 9-9 over
all, 3-5 in the Midwestern Colle
giate Conference.
The Huskies move into a sec
ond place tie with Butler, with a
record of 13-5 overall, and 6-2 in
the MCC.
WSU will look to rebound off
of the loss and prepare to face Illi
nois-Chicago Feb. I.
Then, two days later, WSU will
be in the spotlight as they host the ~
defending conferen~e champions
and current leader m the MCC, ~
~
Wisconsin- Green Bay.
~
Nutter
The Phoenix visit the
.s::.
a.
State's
Wright
Center as part of
Senior Delme Herriman drives to the basket in the Raider's
Homecomi ng week.
This will be a rematch of last battle against Northern Illinois. He had 12 points for WSU.
season's MCC champion ship senior Jeff Nordgaar d and this season.
All of the men's and women's
game, which UWGB won, 73-59. Potapenko are the one and two spot
Both team's centers will be the leaders, respectivel y, in most of basketball games this week can be
focus of attention this weekend as theoffensiv ecategorie sintheMCC heard on 106.9 FM-WWSU .

!

While most have focused on
the unresolved contract status of
Wright State's men's basketbll
head coach Ralph Underhill, there
are some potential off the court
problems facing the Wright State
basketball program.
The shrinking membershi p of
the Midwester n Collegiate Con
ference is a concern.
Northern Illinois will leave the
conference after this season; which
will leave the MCC with only eight
schools.
NIU becomes the third school
to leave the MCC in the last two
years. Both LaSalle and Xavier left
after last season to join the Atlan
MEN'S BASKE TBALL
tic-Ten.
In my opinion, the schools have DATE:
improved their status. Not because
Saturday , February 3
I think the MCC is a bad confer COACHES:
ence, but it just made sense for the
Ralph Underhill (WSU)
schools.
Mike Heideman (UWGB)
For example, NIU has a divi SITE:
sion I football program that has
Nutter Center
played in the Big West Conference SERIES:
the last couple of years.
UWGB leads 6-4
MCC Stats:
Vitaly Potapenko
NIU had to travel to California TIPOFF:
62%
e,
percentag
1st in field goal
and Louisiana to play conference
2:05 p.m.
2nd in scoring, 19.8 avg.
games.
LAST MEETING:
Thru Jan. 22 ranked 17th nationally in FG%
By joining the Mid-Amer ican
Jan. 4, 1996 UWGB won 78-52
Conference the football program TELEVISION:
Jeff Nordgaard
MCC Stats:
can cut traveling costs.
ESPN
1st in scoring, 23.7 avg.
Also, the MAC has developed RADIO:
in field goal percentage, 57%
3rd
into one of the top ten basketball
WONE-AM (980), WWSU-FM
Thru Jan. 22 ranked 15th nationally in scoring
conference s in the country.
;:=::::~~«:;t:::~-:-:,;,:-·-•:· ....
Q9?'.?) .
..:.:;:,;,,.. •.•,•
Now that NIU has left the con
ference, who is next?
Should it be Wright State?
threat in the paint and could give Wright State's big man,junior Vitaly
Ifthey don't, will the MCC end
Wright State goes into this game looking to knock off the lead team
Potapenko trouble. Berlowski is UWGB 's outside threat, shooting -l5
up like the Mid-Conti nent Confer in the Midwester n Collegiate Conference. UWGB is in first place in the
percent from the three point arc. WSU features freshman Keim, Brooks
ence did?
MCC with a 9-0 record, and is 16-2 overall. WSU, as of Jan. 30, were 3and Potapenko, who leads the MCC in field goal percentage anJ is
Some say if the Raiders want to 5 in the MCC, and 9-9 overall after a loss to Northern Illinois, who is tied
second in scoring, behind Nordgaard . The Phoenix kaJ the MCC in
up with UD, they might want for second place in the MCC. The Phoenix have two major weapons on
team defense, but the Raiders are second in team offense.
t6 think it over.
their team in seniors Jeff Nordgaard and Ben Berlowski. Nordgaard is a

GA ME OF TH E W EE K
....------.

---------
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Swim teams take
dive against UC
By ANTHONY SPRING
Staff Writer
Wright State's men's and
women's swimming and diving
teams both fell to the University of
Cincinnati this past weekend.
It was the Bearcat's final home
meet and the momentum appeared
to be in their favor as the Raider
men lost 163-125 and the women
fell 170-130.
"We are getting some good per
formances, but everybody is not
swimming well at the same time,"
said Assistant Coach Paul Graham.
The men's team is on a three
meet losing streak, whereas the
women's team stands at a two meet
losing streak.
.Their records now stand at 5-6
overall for the men and 5-5 overall
for the women.
Some swimmers have remained
an inspiration for the teams though.
For the men,junior Stuart Wells
continued his trend of swimming
well.
He won the 200 brea~tstroke in
2:06.83 and the 200 individual
medley in 1:55.14.
Wells also finished second in
the 100 breaststroke.
Overall, the men's team was
very impressive in the 100 back
stroke as the Raiders captured the
first three ·spots.
Sophomores Jason Schwartz,
Carter Irvin, and Eric Wentzel fin
ished first through third, respec-

tively, in this event.
Schwartz also won the 200
backstroke in I :56.04.
WrightState'slonediver, fresh
man Bob Ball, finished first in the
three-meter and second in the one
meter events.
The Raider women were led by
freshman Julie Graham, who had
her season best times in the 100
and 200 breaststrokes, winning
both events.
The women divers, however,
did not fare as well as in previous
meets.
Junior Karen Lesh won the one
meter, butfinished third in the three
meter.
Junior diver Amy Hutchinson
finished fourth in both the one
meter and three-meter events .
This was the first time this sea
son that Lesh or Hutchinson lost to
a competitor from another univer
sity.
Also placing for WSU were
sophomore Stephanie Besco, who
finished second in the 100 and 200
breaststrokes, and junior Becky
Randall, who took second in the
200 freestyle.
Wright State will finish the
regular season, the team's senior
recognition meet on Wednesday,
Jan. 31 at home at 6 p.m.
The meet is against Midwest
ern Collegiate Conf~rence rival
Cleveland State.
"We will hopefully get back on
the winning track before the Con
ference Meet," said Assistant
Coach Graham.
The MCC championship meet
will be held Feb. 21-24 at Cleve
land State.

Raider Player of the Wee·k Profile
Team: Swimming and Diving
Position/event: Diving
Year: Junior
Hometown: Dayton, Ohio
High School: Bellbrook
Major: Early Childhood Education
1995-Season: 25th place 3-meter dive and 27th place in the
1-meter dive at the NCAA's Championships. 4th place at the
Zone "C" Regional Qu~lifying Meet. MCC Diver of the Year.
Runner-up in the 3-meter and 1st place in the 1-meter at the
MCC Championships. Named team MVP.

;!:!~::v~;~~ark

Ruiz

;

]f~i/; ><. ;•·

.PY~!l;st.jcs ··

Favorite sport besides diving:
Favorite actor: Tom Hanks
<: :_:. 0:
Favorite actress: None
Favorite film: Philadelphia
Last CD you bought: Bush
Favorite musical artist: Tom Petty
Favorite TV show: "ER"
Hobbies: "Drawing and shopping"
Best book you've read: Cujo
Favorite meal: Manicotti
Most memorable moment in diving: "Qualifying
Most embarrassing diving moment:
on the low board had to do his dive
Four famous people you'd imritt:jhto(dini
Lenzi and Sylvester Stallone
If you were president for a
for a week."
Pet peeve: People who talk v..,.,,.... ,a.~1::::-.-,
Best dive: Front 2 1/2 pike
Dive(s) that need the most
Best trip you've _ever taken:
Superstitions: "Never wear tr1et:t~stn
Your thoughts on the '96
Best event you've attended:
Where do you see yourself 10
Which diver would be you're

BREAK CASH

SPRING

STUDENTS
Earn extra. ca.sh
by donating
y o u r urgently needed plasma at

~

p l a s m a a.Ilia.nee
'"People I lelping People'"
:,::;

Jason Schwartz
A sophomore from
Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. Currently .
undefeated in the 100
and 200 Backstroke.
His besttimes for this
year are 51.78 in the
100 backstroke and .
1:55.66 for the 200 .: : -:
backstroke. ,
·

'

l\llon.-Thurs. 6:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
::;;:i
s,.,,,..
Fri. 6:00 a.m., _r 8:_30 p.m.
_ _ _- - - - _ ____ y --Sat 7 . 0 0 a.m. - 5 . 0 0 p.m.
,os a.t1
S u n . 8 : 0 0 a.m. - 5 : 0 0 p.m.
~C:JC::3 ,=,,~,.,..,,.
C a l l F o r Info: 2 2 4 - 1 9 7 3
I= . H•••n•
...,,.,.,,c..

Ci

:::t

£l!l!:I
V\lrtwht

-t<t•t•

1 65 E. Helena St.
Day-ton, Ohio

ATA Bus 22

,

1

- -l·--------

_______
A_t._3_5_'1/V
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ID Hequired
Proof of Age

C~d•,."'"'· - - - -

61n~ir

vou

"t_-..
c a n e a r n Lip t o $1 5 0 / m o n t h or m o r e !

A T T E N T I O N FAATEANIT~ES A N D SC>AC>AITIESII
V\/e a.re u b l o to . a c c o m m o d a t e y o u r o r g a n i z a t i o n s n e o d s to earn t h o u s a n d s / m o n t h !
Example:

U p to $ 1 9 0
x .2 1
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ESPN Coming Back to the Nutter Center: ESPN will

.M~~!ift~!

Wisconsin-Green Bay
Northern Illinois
Butler
Illinois Chicago
Detroit

1
111 1 0
·e;i.
.M .e
.~s.:.~.•it:..in
.:.:.•t••
·· .'.~a~es:
~;f
:.1 .•.~
·.: .·.B
~..~.~.i .il~.:o:.:O~

< :
·Jt~;lt

9-9-0 .

:ft< •r::: •· . .. . M~n!s~~~~tB~il

Northern Illinois

2..5..0 .5- i r;.o
2~5..0 4?1a~o

. .

t:i~i:~~t~~:!l!f$!1~?fKs?in.

.fa:~ ! }!~~:<
6-2Jo 10~a.:o
5..2..0 12~6--0
4"'.4..0 9·9~0
2..5..0 5;9.0

Homecoming '96: will be held Feb. 3. at 8 p.m . in the
McLin Gym. The crowning ceremony for the Homecoming king
and queen will be between the men's and women's basketball
games on the same night. Post game dance tickets will cost $2 for
Wright State students and $3 for non-Wright State students. Voting
will take place in the Allyn Hall Lounge and the Student Union
Atrium on Feb. 1 and 2. Applications for king and queen will be
accepted until Friday, Jan. 26.
Men's Club Volleyball: last game is Friday, Feb. 2. at
7:00p.m. versus the University of Dayton. The match will be held
in the McLin Gym.
Magic returns to the NBA: Earvin "Magic" Johnson
announced Monday that he will end his five-year retirement from
the NBA and join the Los Angeles Lakers for the rest of the
season. His first game was yesterday against the Golden State
Warriors.

R~idel'. sdheclule . . ·.

MCC ·•· Ove.-alf/

Detroit
Wisconsin-Green Bay
lllinois.. Chicago
Cleveland State
Wright State

U

.Women'~ and me1fsresu~t:from Jan 27.

s:o

Butler

UM

200 Backstroke · :::.:,:::r.:../ :• 200 Backstroke
2nd- Lana Goodrich 1st-Jason Schwartz
.200 ·:kreast:stroke 200Jhdividual Medley
ist3Stu.ar{Wells
. 1st'- Julie Graham
· 200 Breaststrok,.
. 20(fButterfly
2nd~··tm~n ·Musk ·. . ifst•: Stuart•Wells

6-2-0 13-5-0
e..2..0 •13:p..o
4-4-0. ·a~J.0-0

3-5~0 ·. 4~12-b
Cleveland State
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 2-6-0 5-12-P
·• 1.q..o· 411
Loyola

TEAM

~vl\i

lst~Jrili~Gr~h~fu ..... \:::· {3rd/ EricWentzel

·a-o-o ·1t:i-:-2~b ·

3-5;-0

5

:::1::r: 2,n~.rdr_tci.: aaf.tr.t.tvt.l;ni,

.1.:.· · ~ ~

~V

3-Sr0 1:t/-0
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Wrighj State ={/·

··. ····

:::r•···•·.,•••·•

· ·•· :<· ·•·• r::• . :/ :::: il i i e:iJ; :!!!1ii[:iil:::1,!il::::::J: r:x ::·
MCC

be here to cover the men's basketball game against Wisconsin
Green Bay, Feb. 3., a rematch of last year's Midwestern Collegiate
Conference championship game. This marks the first time the
network has carried a broadcast of a regular season game of the
Raiders and only the third time overall. John Walls and Terry
Holland, former Virginia Tech head coach, will be doing the
commentary.
Free, Free, Free: there will be a free raffle at the women ' s
basketball game Feb. I, sponsored by the Student-Athletic
Promotions Board. Gift certificates to Express, Structure, CD
Connection and various other prizes will be given away. A separate
raffle for a quarter's worth of tuition will also be at every men ' s
home game. Tickets will be given to the first 400 cars parked in
lots seven and eight at the Nutter Center.
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· Women's
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Basi:i~ll,
IIJihqis,

5:00p.m.
vs. Northern
F~b. 3 vs. Illinoi~;.9hicago, 5:00p.m.
1etg l

.

S}Vimmiµg an~ Diy~~g

Loyola
Wisconsin-Milwaukee ·1-T4 1~1s~cr

.

txsrSlev;e~a~4State; 6:00p~m..

Standings are thru Jan. 30, 1996

Stuart Wells .· ·• . . ·
../]:·)i~ ·. junior

1rom.':N~·hr,i¢.11; •

}tlE!~m~Jr~~:ii!e~

· ·· Breastsroke and the 200
...
. Individual Medley.
·. His top performances in

those events are 2:03.59
in th~ 200 breast~r9ke

··and 1:53.25iii,•·th~.200

individual medley::· ...

DARKSTAR
BOOKS & COl\llCS

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Magic: The Gathering
FREE Comic Book Subscription Ser\fice
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics E\fery Wednesday at Noon!

Dark Star I
237 Xenia Ave (Rt. 68)
Yellow Springs

Dark Star ll
1410 W. Dorothy Lane
Hills & Dales S.C. • Kettering

Dark Star III
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek

767-9400

293-7307

427-3213

We are eagerly looking for fun, enthusiastic
servers, greeters, bartenders and kitchen team
members.

Th Ch

Excellent working environment
Competitive wages
• 7727
texible Scheduling
,.1eat benefits
Insurance
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Sports Brie,s

Tha Sports Paga

TEAM
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H

e . Op . OUSe .
Washington Village Drive
Dayton, Oh 45459
(513) 291-1661

Women's B-Ball back on the down
side of their roller coaster season
Wright State falls to Cleveland State, faces tough week ahead
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Sports Editor
Wright State's women's bas
ketball team continued their up and
down season this past weekend with
a loss to Cleveland State, 80-67.
This was the Raider's first game
in six days, a mini break during the
season.
The loss to the Vikings ended
the Raider's small two game win
ning streak, including an upset of
Butler, one of the conference leaders.
The game at Cleveland, in the
Convocation Center, started off

close, and the Raiders clung to a
one point deficit.
Things changed when th e
teams entered the second half.
Freshman Beth Bartram said
the team had the opportunities to
runaway with the lead, but they did
not seize the moment.
She said the team played the
opposite ofhow they played against
Butler.
Turnovers and giving up the
outside shots were Wright State's
main problems.
They gave up a total of nine
three-pointers and had 14 turn
overs.

Hea!her Massengale,{
A.sophomore guard
from Arcanum, Ohio.
She set a new career
high in points with 14
and collected five·
rebounds in the losing
effort against Cleveland
State.. Massengale went
4•6 from beyond the

:. L.. three point arc and
:':.(:p,layed 35 minutes.

WSU could not keep up with
the Viking's Jami Brock, who
scored 19 total points, 15 of which
were treys.
She also collected 10 rebounds .
Wright State sophomore
Heather Massengale gave a similar
performance to Brock, by scoring
14 points, a new career high.
All but one of her field goals
were three -pointers.
Massengale went four for six
from beyond the three point arc.
Another Raider that gave a good
performance was senior Timothea
Clemmer, who scored a team high
15 points and collected 13 re
bounds.
Bartram contributed 12 points.
eight rebounds and junior Miehe le
Dalbey put in 11 points.
Wright State comes back home
to the Nutter Center for a couple of
doubleheaders Feb. l and Feb. .3.
Northern Illinois visits Thurs
day and Illinois-Chicago in\'ades
for the Homecoming game. Satur
day.
The Raiders are currently ~-9
overall and drop to 2-5 in the l\ 1id
western Collegiate Cl)J1frrcncc .
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For selling Autos, Listing Jobs, Rentals,
E\'ents, Travel and services, turn to
The Guardian Classifieds

Jobs
WSU students interested in
applying for Nexus Editor,
General Manager of WWSU or
Guardian Editor in Chief should
call Debra Wilburn at 873-5570 or
873-5559. Deadline for
applications is 5 p.m. Feb. 9.
Part-time office position,
Educational Center. Intelligent, . /"
articulate, motivated, friendly?
Come work with our committed
team at Kaplan Test Prep. Prefer
degree or degree in progress. Fax
resume to #513-293-1726.
CHILD CARE NEEDED in my
South Dayton home for three
children occasional weekdays and
/or evenings; call 439-0558.
THE PAMPERED CHEF:
Exciting new concept in home
show plan seeking sales
representative in your area to
demo our unique kitchen utensils.
Low start-up, free training, no risk,
great income opportunit~1 • Call
Eileen for details at 513-427-1676.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK - Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. ·
Korea. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 971-3570
ext. 155701.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or Land
Tour companies. World Travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call l-206-971-3550 ext. C55702
WORK IN THE OUTDOORS National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
Preserves, & Concessionaires are
now hiring seasonal workers.
Excellent benefits+ bonuses! Call:
1-206-971-3620 ext. N55702
The Guardian is looking for
volunteer writers. If you are
interested please call 873-5536.

NEED A ROOMATE? If you
need someone to share expenses,
let us do the work. Call Malone
Refcrral Agency at 433-7585.

CLASSIFIEDS

Roomate Needed. To help share
home expenses. With garage
facilities, quick access to Wright
State University. $325 a month for
a yearly contract. Utilities .
included, Call at 320-9829.

Trawel
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 7 Days $279! Includes 15
Great
Meals & 6 Free Parties!
~
Beaches/Nightlife! Leaves From
Ft. Lauderdale! http://
www.springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386.
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 111 % Lowest Price
Guarantee! 7 Nights Air & Hotel
From $429 ! Save $ I 00 On Food/
Drinks! http://
www .springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386.
Spring Break! Panama City! 8
Days Room With Kitchen $119!
Walk To Best Bars! 7 Nights In
Key West $259! Cocoa Beach
Hilton (Great Beaches-Near
Disney) $169 ! Daytona $139 !
http://www.sprinkbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

Cruises - Spring Break,
Honeymoons - People come for
our prices but stay for our service!
Leave Message at 491-8785 for
Special WSU Rep of Cruise
Holidays.
SPRING BREAK '96!! With
Only 1 week to live - DON'T
BLOW IT!! BOOK NOW!!
LOWEST PRICES
GUARANTEED!!
DISCOUNTS!! PARTIES!!
Organize a small group and
TRAVEL FREE!! WAKE AND
BAKE!! Jamaica/Cancun$399
Bahamas$359 Florida &
Padre$109 FOR FREE
INFORMATION PACKET:
Call Sunsplash Tours 1-800-4267710•

;\~

CAMPUS REP

\F
It..

WANTED

g

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE! BILLIONS OF
$$$ IN PRIVATE FUNDING.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1
800 AID-2-HELP (1800 2432435).

•i

~f:'

The nation 's leader in college marketing
~-: is seeking an encrgetlc, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
❖'/ bulletin boards for companies such as
f'. American Express and Microsoft .
~; Great part-time job earnings . Choose
;:; your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
;"/, reQuired. Call:
Campus Rep Program
t-1
American Passage Media Corp.
11'
Harrison. Seattle. WA 98119
1 215 W.
(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444
W

i~:
;f:

!~

;~~i;t~~,.~~.,/:~) ~ ·~J\>,:1:..··r~:~·::· ::.:t:).:-.,~::.:·:·~..·-'.Jt:':,.>

MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!!
HUNDREDS&THOUSANDS
OF GRANTS AVAll.ABLE TO
ALL STUDENTS. IMMEDIATE
QUALIFICATION. CALL 1-800270-2744 OPEN MON-SAT.

·.

.-~r

P/1' COLLEGE MONEY
Train part trne With the Nffrf
Reserve, and vou coutd be
ebp,le for uo to S6,920 in
Montgomery GI Bill money and
uo to S10.000 for education
loan repayment. find out more.

Abortions to 24 Weeks. Awake ·
or Asleep. Private Medical
Practice. Reasonable Fees Prompt Appts.WOMEN'S
MED+ CENTER. Dayton, 2933917.

can:

BE ALL YOU CAN BE~

ARMY RESERVE

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion in
public and private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help.
For more info. call: 1-800-2636495 ext. F55703
Scholarship Consultant. Millions
of free scholarships. 337,000
sources $10 billion Regardless of
grades, parent's income. Recorded
information 800-555-6534.
Scholarships Unlimited, Box
2096-AG Baytown, Texas 77522.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
- VISITORS. DV-1 Greencard
Program available. Telephone 1-.
800-660-7167 or (818) 772-7168.
#20231 Stagg St., Canoga Park,
CA 91306.
Marriage minded? We can find
your lifemate. Send S.A.S.E. for
info; Marriage Minded, P.O. Box
406, Crestline, OH 44827.

REGISTRATION for WOMEN'S
STEP AEROBICS class is Friday,
February 2nd; Monday, February
5th; Wednesday, February 7th
ONLY. Registration held where
classes are given: Family Life
Center, 1546 Speice Ave.
(BEHIND Bethel Temple church
Mattress & springs, Twin/Full/
on Smithville/Burkhardt.) Classes
Queen choice $25. End Tables
held·every M, w, & F beginning
$20, Chairs $10, Chest $40,
at 5: 15pm. All levels are welcome.
Lamps $20, Futon Couch/Bed
Cost of $38.00 covers ALL of
Gray/White striped $75, RollFebruary and March! Bring towel
away beds $30, Military clothes:
& good gym shoes. For more
Camouflage to Parkas. Notary
information please phone AFAA
Public. Dr. Mattress, ~40 'W_·
Garland at Kauffman m Fairborn. Certified Instructor Laura Ortiz@
878-0455, Open 7 days, All Credit 236-5972.
Cards accepted.

For Sale

Call 873-5537 for Information.
Student Rate: $2.00 first 25 words:
Non-Student: $5.00 first 25 words.
$ I .00 each additional 25 words.
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COMMENTS
SUCiCiESTIONS
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
JUST USE:
CiUARDIAN@deslre.wrlght.edu

Struggling over how to remember your

Valentine
Make your swuthent ffel special by

sending

Singing Telegram
Imagine his/ her surprise as they are
serenaded with their favorite love
song, and given a rose, candy, and a
scroll with lyrics to cherish it by.
WSU students-normally $SO, you pay
$30 for U i Sendittg to someone
living nWSU ampus/ surrounding
Ru etc.} co_sts only
areas (Me
$2S. Show them ow much you care
this Valentines Day.
Call ,

-- ·: · . - - . '

,

,·;

Star,Shar Singing' Service~

. , . ,320-010i .
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COMICSoGAMES

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

•

GNALS./ OSU J RIGlff.l /o/ </

Natasha 's Stars

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

IT'S s~o1 AND You

t

SAID DINNER WOULD
86 RMDY AT StOO !!
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~'\v,..

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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A.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
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WSU's: #1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to wsu students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!
WSU's Magic: The Gathering Headquarters

Just 3 miles south or WSU on
N. Falrfleld Road !
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"Personally, I think
minimalism in finger
painting is a corruption
of the medium."

"I carry my clubs like this
because it drives
Fred crazy."

oven

THE GUARDIAN

•

1273 N. Fairfield Rd

Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek

427.3213

ARIES (March 21 to
April 19) Things could very
easily fall into disarray on
the home front, especially
early in the week. There
just seems to be too much
to do. Partners, though, are
in happy rapport.
TAURUS (April 20 to
May 20) Work priorities
could mean you have to
cancel a trip you•d planned.
A mix-up in communica
tions is possible with a
loved one. However, time
alone over the weekend
leads to inspired thought.
GEMINI (May 21 to
June 20) Changes or mix
ups in social plans are like
ly to occur this week. You
could feel that a child is
missing your viewpoint and
taking a wrong tum. Be
sure you make an effort to
communicate better. Finan
ces are favored this
weekend.
CANCER (June 21 to
July 22) You need to
prioritize your schedule.
You have too many irons in
the fire where business is
concerned. You ·n do better
when you simplify and
tackle one task at a time.
The weekend brings a burst
of creative energy.
LEO (July 23 to August
22) Minor details at every
tum seem to impede your
progress at work early in
the week. Try not to get dis
couraged. By week"s end,
everything clears up. Good
news or a visitor from afar
brightens up your weekend.
VIRGO (August 23 to
September 22) Social life
isn•t quite what you"d like
this week. In fact, you end
up disappointed in the be
havior of a close friend.
However, creative thinking
is favored and leads to a
major business triumph by
week"s end.
LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) Couples may
not have as much time
together as they"d like this

week. It seems one person
is always on the way in as
the other is on the way out.
Take time during the
weekend to reconnect and
renew those romantic ties.
SCORPIO (October 23
to November 21) Early in
the week, you crave some
time to yourself but you
won•t be able to get it. In
terruptions are par for the
course. Later, a partner
gives you a fresh perspec
tive on a business concern.
The weekend favors group
activities.

SAGITTARIUS
(November 22 to Decem
ber 21) You could have
some difficulty reaching
financial agreements this
week. It"s best to table these
for now. A matter about a
child causes some concern
toward midweek. Be sure
you clear this up. Get
togethers with friends are
favored this weekend.
CAPRICORN (Decem
ber 22 to January 19) Early
in the week, a business
delay is bad enough. Don ·t
let it cause you to slacken
your efforts. Just do what
you can under the cir
cumstances and much is ac
complished by week•s end.
Accent financial planning
over the weekend.
AQUARIUS (January 20
to February 18) You"re hit
with extra expenditures this
week., and it"s generally a
poor time to reach financial
agreements. Signing con
tracts isn"t favored, either.
Creativity and romance,
though, are happily high
lighted.
PISCES (February 19 to
March 20) You receive
some conflicting infonna
tion in business this week.
It won· t be unti 1 the
weekend that you achieve a
clear perception. It's best to
go with your gut instincts
rather than on someone·s
iffy word.
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